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Abstract

In this paper, we present a new secret sharing scheme, re-
ferred to as KSS(I) on the basis of systematic Reed-Solomon
code[2]. We show that KSS(I) can be successfully applied to
biometrics.
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1 Introduction

In 1979, Shamir proposed an interesting scheme, Secret
Sharing Scheme (SSS)[1]. Rightafter Shamir’s proposal,
McEliece and Sarwate proposed SSS using non-systematic
Reed-Solomon (RS) code.

In Aug. 2000, the present author submitted a challenge
problem ”How to prevent a user from forgetting about pass-
word?” in the news-letter of IEICE Japan [3]. Regretably
we got no mathematical solution from the readers of approx-
imately 10, 000 copies. Accordingly the present author pub-
lished the solution in Ref. [4] in 2001 and Ref. [5] in 2004.

We shall refer to the proposed scheme in Refs. [4] and [5],
”Forgotten Secret Recovering Scheme for k Users” where each
user has a secret as FSRS(k). In Ref. [6] we discussed on a
particular class of FSRS(k), FSRS(1), where only one user
has k secrets.

In 1999, Juels and Wattenberg presented an interesting
fuzzy commitment scheme [7], where they combined the tech-
niques from the fields of error-correcting code and cryptogra-
phy. In 2002, Juels and Sudan also proposed an interesting
problem referred to as ”Movie Lover’s Problem, MLP” [8].
They presented a Fuzzy Vault Scheme(FVS) based on non-
systematic Reed-Solomon code(RS code), on this matter.

In this paper, we present a new secret sharing scheme based
on systematic RS code, referred to as KSS(I). We show that
KSS(I) can be successfully applied to a biometric scheme[9-
13].

2 KSS(I)

2.1 Preliminaries

Let us define several symbols.

G(x) : Generator polynomial of Reed-Solomon (RS)
code over F2m .

g : Degree of G(x).
xi : Secret variable, i = 1, 2, · · · , k.
x : (x1, x2, · · · , xk).

HFi(x), : Hash function of x published by Center, i = 1,
2, · · · , J .

hFi(yi), : Hash function in the variable yi published by
Center, i = 1, 2, · · · , J .

Si : Alice’s biometric secret when being registered
at Center, i = 1, 2, · · · , k.

Ŝi : Alice’s biometric secret when being authenti-
cated at Center, i = 1, 2, · · · , k.

S : (S1, S2, · · · , Sk).
Ŝ : (Ŝ1, Ŝ2, · · · , Ŝk).

|A| : Size of A (in bit).
HD(u,v) : Hamming distance between u and v.

In the followings, biometric secrets will be simpliy referred
to as secrets.

2.2 Construction of code word

Let the Alice’s biometric secret polynomial over F2m be de-
noted by

S(x) = S1x
(S1) + S2x

(S2) + · · · + Skx(Sk), (1)

where (Si) ≥ g; i = 1, 2, · · · , k.
In S(x), the location (Si) is uniquely determined from Si.

Let us explain the one to one correspondence relation between
Si and (Si) by a toy example, for simplicity.

In Table 1, we show the correspondence between Si and
Ŝi over F23 where we assume that g = 3, namely (Si) ≥ 3,
i = 1, 2, 3, 4.

For example, when Si = α4 = α+α2, then the correspond-
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ing binary number is

0 · 20 + 1 · 21 + 1 · 22 = 6. (2)

It should be noted that, due to the above-mentioned one to
one correspondence, the order is effectively imposed on se-
crets. This feature is particularly desirable in biometrics.

Let the remainder u(x) be obtained by

S(x)xg ≡ u(x) mod G(x), (3)

where G(x) is the generator polynomial of RS code over F2m .
The code word W (x) is then constructed by

W (x) = S(x)xg + u(x). (4)

Let u(x) be represented by

u(x) = u1 + u2x + · · · + ugx
g−1. (5)

The code word in a vector form can be represented by

W = (u1, u2, · · · , ug, S1, S2, · · · , Sk). (6)

2.3 Error correction procedure

Let the Alice’s secret polynomial obtained when being au-
thenticated at Center be denoted by

Ŝ(x) = Ŝ1x
(Ŝ1) + Ŝ2x

(Ŝ2) + · · · + Ŝkx(Ŝk). (7)

It should be noted that the relation

Six
Si ̸= Ŝix

Ŝi (8)

may hold for some i’s.
At the authentication process, with Alice’s request, Center

presents u = (, u1, u2, · · · , ug) to Alice. Alice constructs the
following word:

Ŵ (x) = u1 + u2x + · · · + ugx
g−1

+ Ŝ1x
(Ŝ1) + Ŝ2x

(Ŝ2) + · · · + Ŝkx(Ŝk).
(9)

Table 1: Correspondence between Si and (Si)
Si α0 α1 α2 (Si)
α0 1 0 0 -
α1 0 1 0 -
α2 0 0 1 -
α3 1 1 0 3
α4 0 1 1 6
α5 1 1 1 7
α6 1 0 1 5
αi 20 21 22

Natural Location

Binary Number

Let us assume that without losing generality, the relation:

Ŝ1 ̸= S1, Ŝ2 ̸= S2, · · · , Ŝt ̸= St (10)

and

Ŝt+1 = St+1, Ŝt+2 = St+2, · · · , Ŝk = Sk (11)

holds.

Theorem 1: The secrets Ŝ1, Ŝ2, · · · , Ŝt can be corrected to
S1, S2, · · · , St respectively if and only if

4t ≤ g (12)

holds. 2

Proof: Ŝi ̸= Si results in double error, Ŝix
Ŝi + Six

Si , in the
code word W (x), yielding the proof. 2

2.4 Registration process

The registration process at Center is performed by the follow-
ing steps.

Step1 : Alice constructs the code word W by
W = (u1, u2, · · · , ug, S1, S2, · · · , Sk).

Step2 : Alice sends u = (u1, u2, · · · , ug) to Center.
Step3 : Alice deletes u.
Step4 : Center keeps u.
Step5 : Alice calculates the hashed values, H1,

H2, · · · , HJ , based on her secrets
S1, S2, · · · , Sk using hash function HFi(S1,
S2, · · · , Sk).

Step6 : Alice calculates the hashed values h1, h2,
· · · , hJ based on Hi using hash function
hFi(Hi), i = 1, · · · , J .

Step7 : Alice sends h = (h1, h2, · · · , hJ) to Center.
Step8 : Center keeps h.
Step9 : Alice deletes {Hi} and h.

2.5 Authentication process

The process at the i-th authentication opportunity at Center,
after the registration is completed, is given by the following
steps.

Step10 : Center presents u = (u1, u2, · · · , ug) to Al-
ice.

Step11 : Alice constructs the word Ŵ by W =
(u1, u2, · · · , ug, Ŝ1, Ŝ2, · · · , Ŝk).

Step12 : When the Hamming distance between S =
(S1, S2, · · · , Sk) and Ŝ = (Ŝ1, Ŝ2, · · · , Ŝk),
HD(S, Ŝ), satisfies 4HD(S, Ŝ) ≤ g,
Alice successfully recovers Ŝ = S.

Step13 : Alice recovers Ĥi = Hi.
Step14 : Alice sends Ĥi to Center.
Step15 : When Center is able to confirm that

hF (Ĥi) = ĥi = hi. Center accepts Alice.
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Figure 1: The i-th successful authentication process

Remark 1: Center keeps h1, h2, · · · , hJ for Alice. We assume
that J = 100 ∼ 1000 and |hi| = 100 bit. As a result the
memory size required for storing h1, h2, · · · , hJ is 10 ∼ 100
Kbit, a sufficiently small value. We also assume that every
J times of authentication process, h = (h1, h2, · · · , hJ) is
renewed. 2

3 Security considerations

3.1 Preliminaries

In this Section, we compare KSS(I) scheme with Juels and
Sudan’s scheme (JS scheme) from the standpoint of security.
In the followings, Si implies Alice’s secret as in the previous
sections.

3.2 JS scheme

In JS scheme, Center keeps the following set:

SST = {(Si, P (Si))}
⋃

{(Ti, Zi)} (13)

where Zi is an element of F2m−{P (Si)}, Ti, an element of
F2m , and P (x), a secret polynomial.

In SST , the elements (Si, P (Si))’s and (Ti, Zi)’s are ran-
domly scrambled. In this sub-section, we assume that the
orders of these elements satisfy

♯{Si, P (Si)} = ♯{Ti, Zi}. (14)

Let the probability that Betty chooses sufficiently large num-
ber of (Si, P (Si))’s that exceeds the acceptance threshold be
denoted by PF (A). Let us assume the followings:

A1: The order of SST , ♯SST , is 128.

A2: Betty choose 64 different elements of SST in a random
manner.

A3: When Betty is succesful to obtain more than 56 Si’s
among 64 choices, Betty is accepted as Alice.

Under above mentioned assumptions, the probability that
Betty is accepted as Alice, PFA, is given by

PFA = 2.77 × 10−10. (15)

3.3 KSS(I) Scheme

Center keeps only hashed values u and h. The conditional
entropy on {Si} when {ui} is disclosed is given by

H(S1, S2, · · · , Sk|u1, u2, · · · , ug) = (k − t)m, (bit). (16)

Throughout this paper we assume that this value takes on

(k − t)m ≥ 256 (bit), (17)

an extremely large value from the information theoretic point
of view. For example, (k − t)m takes on a large value of
(k − t)m = 448, for k = 64, t = 8, m = 8.

In this example, we see that the probability PFA is given
by

PFA = 2−448 ≈ 1.38 × 10−135, (18)

an extremely small value.
We also see that the following relations hold as we assume

the using of ideal hash functions HFi(x)’s and hFi(yi)’s:

H(S1, S2, · · · , Sk|H1,H2, · · · ,HJ) = H(S1, S2, · · · , Sk) (19)

and

H(H1,H2, · · · ,HJ |h1, h2, · · · , hJ) = H(H1,H2, · · · , HJ)
(20)

respectively.
Thus, the probability that estimating {Si} correctly is very

small. We conclude that KSS(I) scheme would be sufficiently
secure.

4 Conclusion

We have presented a new class of the secret sharing schemes,
KSS(I). We have shown that the proposed secret sharing
schemes KSS(I) can be successfully applied to biometric
scheme. It should be noted that no biometrics secret is stored
in Center.

The present author is deeply thankful to Prof.Komatsu at
Waseda Univ. for his kind and timely guidance to the re-
search on biometric authentication scheme and his fruitful
discassions on KSS(I). The present author greatly appreci-
ates the fruitful discussions with Dr.Ohki and Mr.Satomura
at Waseda Univ.
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